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Dr. Finger sees patients with ocular
melanoma every day. However, most of
his patients DO NOT develop metastatic
spread despite having that risk. 
 
 Our research shows that younger
patients and those with small
melanomas are less likely to develop
spread. In addition, local control (having
the tumor destroyed or removed at first
treatment) decreases the risk for
metastatic disease.  Of those, you cannot
change your age or the size of your
tumor. You can get definitive treatment
and have your doctor periodically
monitor your body for spread. 
 
This graph shows how initial tumor size
affects the risk for spread: 

Dr. Finger wrote THE chapter on
choroidal melanoma in DeVita's
Medical Oncology Textbook*
 
His typical recommendations
for metastatic screening are
below: 

1.
Pre-treatment whole-body
PET/CT (focusing on liver,
skin, and bones).

2.
Post treatment abdominal
imaging for at least 5 years:
Magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) is preferred because it
is more sensitive than
computed radiographic
tomography (CT), which is
better than abdominal
ultrasound imaging for the
detection of liver metastasis. 

You need to have a
medical evaluation to
make sure the tumor has
not already spread to
other parts of your body.
At various centers around
the world, this evaluation
can be very different. 

If you have been diagnosed with
choroidal melanoma...


